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Outline
• energy systems
– electric power systems
– won’t discuss: oil and gas; electric vehicles; building energy; etc.
• stochastic programming
– two-stage model
– multi-stage model
– models with risk measures
– adversarial models
• not a comprehensive survey of SP in electric power systems
– rather: selected applications, with eye toward conference theme

Some Sources of Uncertainty in Electric Power Systems
• global warming (decades)
• long-term demand changes (decades/years)
• policy changes (years)
• fuel costs (years/months)
• hydro-electric inflows (months/weeks)
• short-term demand (days)
• solar irradiance and wind speed (hours/minutes)
• plant and line failures (seconds)
• electricity prices (various scales)
• attacks from state actors, terrorists, criminals (various scales)

Some Decisions in Electric Power Systems
• transmission line and power plant expansion (decade)
• hardening infrastructure (years)
• forward contracts for fuel (years)
• preventive maintenance scheduling (year)
• forward contracts for energy (years/months/weeks)
• long, mid, short-term hydro-thermal scheduling (years/months/weeks)
• day-ahead energy and ancillary services markets (day)
• day-ahead (security-constrained) unit commitment (day)
• transmission switching (day)
• intra-day market (hours)
• short-term market (5 minutes)

Important: Don’t Miss. . .

Important: Don’t Miss the Next Session. . .

Two-stage Stochastic Program with Recourse
min cx +
x

X

pω h(x, ω)

ω∈Ω

s.t. x ∈ X
where

h(x, ω) = min f ω y
y

s.t. Dω y = B ω x + dω
y ∈Yω
Classic example of a two-stage problem:
• x decision variables determine system design
• realization of (B ω , dω , Dω , f ω ) is then observed
• y decision variables, adapted to scenario ω, operate system
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A Stochastic Transmission Planning Model
With Dependent Load and Wind Forecasts
Heejung Park, Member, IEEE, Ross Baldick, Fellow, IEEE, and David P. Morton

Abstract—This paper introduces a two-stage stochastic program
for transmission planning. The model has two dependent random
variables, namely, total electric load and available wind power.
Given univariate marginal distributions for these two random
variables and their correlation coefﬁcient, the joint distribution is
modeled using a Gaussian copula. The optimal power ﬂow (OPF)
problem is solved based on the linearized direct current (DC)
power ﬂow. The Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
network model and its load and wind data are used for a test case.
A 95% conﬁdence interval is formed on the optimality gap of candidate solutions obtained using a sample average approximation
with 200 and 300 samples from the joint distribution of load and
wind.
Index Terms—Decomposition, Gaussian copula, stochastic optimization, transmission planning, wind power.

Data/Parameters
Annualized cost of building line
Generation cost of generator
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Penalty cost on load-shedding ($/MWh).
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Large value for a disjunctive constraint.
NOMENCLATURE
Sets/Indices
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Scenarios.
Existing transmission lines.
Candidate transmission lines.
All generators including conventional and

Capacity of conventional generators
(MW).
Line capacity of line (MW).
Line capacity of line

(MW).

Penalty cost on curtailed wind power
($/MWh).
Operating hours of study period (hour).

A Stochastic Transmission Planning Model with
Dependent Load and Wind Forecasts
• x: binary yes-no decisions to add a new transmission line at specific
candidate locations in transmission network
• dω : joint load and wind availability
• y: operates DC dispatch and power-flow system
• Dω y = B ω x+dω : includes “you can’t use a line unless it’s installed”
• objective is to minimize sum of:
– amortized cost of building new transmission lines
– expected generation cost
– expected penalty for curtailing wind power
– expected penalty for shedding load

Stochastic Transmission Planning:
Joint Load and Wind Forecast
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Stochastic Transmission Planning:
Joint Load and Wind Forecast
• 312-bus ERCOT (Texas) system
• 370 candidate locations for transmission lines
• 300-500 Monte Carlo scenarios; 10,000 scenarios to evaluate solution
• ≈ 100 ($/MWh) for wind curtailment and load shedding penalties
• 30 replications solved to within 1% using Benders’ decomposition
implemented in GAMS modeling language in about 30 minutes
• consider increased wind penetration by factor of 3
• deterministic forecast: 12 new transmission lines
• stochastic forecast: 96 new transmission lines
• cost savings ∼ 10%
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Abstract In this second portion of a two-part analysis of a scalable computational
approach to stochastic unit commitment (SUC), we focus on solving stochastic mixedinteger programs in tractable run-times. Our solution technique is based on Rockafellar
and Wets’ progressive hedging algorithm, a scenario-based decomposition strategy for
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Unit Commitment
• on-off decisions for generation units
• dispatch those units to satisfy demand
• constraints require that we satisfy
– demand or shed load
– transmission requirements: power flow, voltage angles, bounds
– ramping limits
– minimum up- and down-time limits
– generation bounds
• objective: minimize sum of start-up, shut-down, and generation costs

Stochastic Unit Commitment
• of significant recent interest due to growing penetration of renewables and price-sensitive loads
• day-ahead unit commitment
– takes as input: supply offers and demand bids from market participants
– yields as output: committed units, hourly generation- and demand schedules, hourly location-dependent marginal energy prices
– does not consider reserves
• security-constrained (or reliability) unit commitment
– takes as input: day-ahead commitments, scenarios (e.g., outage
scenarios, load scenarios, renewable availability scenarios)
– yields as output: additional commitments, updates to dispatch
• security-constrained dispatch. . .

Stochastic Unit Commitment
• given prevailing market structures, a stochastic day-ahead unit commitment model won’t be directly used by an ISO
• thus, the emphasis is on stochastic programming models for securityconstrained unit commitment
• robust optimization models and probabilistically constrained models
are also of interest

Stochastic Security-Constrained Unit Commitment
• x: binary yes-no decisions to commit a generator at a particular
hour, along with implied start-up and shut-down variables
• dω : load and renewable availability
• B ω : forced outages
• y: operates DC dispatch and power-flow system
• objective is to minimize sum of:
– start-up and shut-down costs
– expected generation cost
– expected load-shedding penalties
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Toward Scalable Stochastic Unit Commitment
• from a DOE ARPA-E project in collaboration with NE-ISO
• goal: demonstrate the viability of stochastic unit commitment in a
real-world applications context
• tractable: < 30-minute run times
• paper’s title says “Part 2”. Part 1 involves scenario generation
• test instance characteristics
– 85-170-340 generators [WECC-240 test case]
– all generators available for commitment
– 48 one-hour time periods
– 50-100 load scenarios
• model cross-validated with Alstom’s commercial e-terra-market unit
commitment model

Toward Scalable Stochastic Unit Commitment
• progressive hedging algorithm: Lagrangian relaxation of nonanticipativity constraints, with a proximal term
• progressive hedging vs. Benders (heuristic, parallel implementation)
• Carrion and Arroyo (2006) unit commitment model
• implemented in PySP, open-source Python package for stochastic
programming https://software.sandia.gov/trac/pyomo
• 64-core workstation with 50 scenarios, WECC-240 test case
– 15 minutes for 85 generators
– 25 minutes for 170 and 340 generators
• solutions to within 1-2.5% of optimality
• generation cost savings over deterministic solution: 1.5% (base);
3-5% with generator outages; 4% (with 10% wind penetration)

Two-stage Stochastic Program with Recourse
min cx + Eω h(x, ω)
x

s.t. x ∈ X
where

h(x, ω) = min f ω y
y

s.t. Dω y = B ω x + dω
y ∈Yω

Two-stage Stochastic Program with Recourse under
CVaR Risk Measure
min cx + λE [h(x, ω)] + (1 − λ)CVaRα [h(x, ω)]
x

s.t. x ∈ X
where

h(x, ω) = min f ω y
y

s.t. Dω y = B ω x + dω
y ∈Yω

CVaR Risk Measure
Let Z be a continuous random variable with Φ(z) = P(Z ≤ z). Then,


−1
CVaRα [Z] = E Z | Z > Φ (α)


1
= min u +
E(Z − u)+
u
1−α



• here, α = 0.90 (say)
• λE [·] + (1 − λ)CVaRα [·] is an example of a so-called coherent risk
measure: Artzner et al. (1999)
• recently significant attention on multi-stage variants
• nuances for continuous versus discrete random variables
• two-stage and multi-stage implications

Multi-stage Stochastic Linear Program with Recourse
min c1x1 + Eb2|b1 h2(x1, b2)
x1

s.t. A1x1 = B1x0 + b1
x1 ≥ 0,
where for t = 2, . . . , T ,
ht(xt−1, bt) = min ctxt + Ebt+1|b1,...,bt ht+1(xt, bt+1)
xt

s.t. Atxt = Btxt−1 + bt
xt ≥ 0
• two-stage model, first stage is design and second stage is operations
• multi-stage model, same type of decision is repeated in each stage
• above, only bt is random but this can be extended
• hT +1 ≡ 0, say
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The Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the largest investor-owned energy utility

in the United States, obtains a significant fraction of its electric energy and capacity
from hydrogeneration. Although hydro provides valuable flexibility, it is subject to
usage limits and must be carefully scheduled. In addition, the amount of energy available
from hydro varies widely from year to year, depending on precipitation and streamflows.
Optimal scheduling of hydrogeneration, in coordination with other energy sources, is
a stochastic problem of practical significance to PG&E. SOCRATES is a system for the
optimal scheduling of PG&E's various energy sources over a one- to two-year horizon.
This paper concentrates on the component of SOCRATES that schedules hydro. The
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Multi-stage stochastic optimization applied
to energy planning

Revised manuscript received December 1989

This paper presents a methodologyfor the solution of multistage stochastic optimizationproblems, based
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costs over a given set of inflow scenarios to the reservoirs in
the future. However, such policy may lead to unacceptable
amounts of load curtailment in critical inflow scenarios, which
are likely to be avoided by most independent system
operators, even though such scenarios may be extremely rare.
In this sense, incorporation of risk-aversion aspects in
hydrothermal planning has been a subject of high interest
recently in the literature [4]-[6] as well as in the practical
operation of power systems.
In the case of the Brazilian system, the centralized
operation planning of this large-scale system has been
performed for over 15 years by means of a chain of
optimization models [2], with particular emphasis to the
computational model called NEWAVE, a long-term operation
planning model [7]. Two mechanisms for risk aversion were
introduced and had been used in the period 2004-2013:

(SDDP) strategy [10],[7] applied to solve the problem. One of
the main advantages of this approach is that we obtain a more
intuitive recourse function, where future operation costs –
including the CVaR term – can be evaluated directly as a
function of the state variables of the problem. In this
methodology, two parameters must be defined and properly
calibrated: the weight to be given to the most critical scenarios
(λ) and the percentage of scenarios (α) for which this weight
must be applied.
Besides describing the actual implementation of the CVaR
methodology in the long-term hydrothermal generation
planning (LTHTP) problem, the main contribution of the
paper as compared to [6] and the authors´ previous work [5] is
to present the results of the validation studies for determining
the values of the key parameters of the model for practical use
in the Brazilian power system. Such studies were carried out
by the so-called Standing Committee for Analysis of

Application of CVaR Risk Aversion Approach in the
Expansion and Operation Planning and for Setting the
Spot Price in the Brazilian Hydrothermal
Interconnected System

Paper submitted to Power Systems Computation Conference, August 18-22,
2014, Wroclaw, Poland, organized by Power Systems Computation
Conference and Wroclaw University of Technology.
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Abstract— Long-term hydrothermal generation planning
(LTHTP) problems have been traditionally conceived as
minimum cost-based optimization models. However, such policy
may lead to unacceptable amounts of load curtailment in critical
inflow scenarios, which are likely to be avoided. This paper
describes a direct approach for the implementation of a
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) version of stochastic dual
dynamic programming for the LTHTP problem. We also present
the main results of the validation studies for determining the
values of the key parameters of the model. The proposed
methodology has been officially used in Brazil since September
2013 for the following activities: operation planning and
dispatch, setting the spot prices and for expansion planning.
Keywords— operation planning; expansion planning; spot
prices;
hydrothermal
systems;
optimization;
stochastic
programming; risk aversion; CVaR

I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrothermal generation planning has been traditionally
performed in many countries by defining long, mid and short
term planning problems, which have been conceived as
minimum-cost optimization models [1]-[3]. In such
framework, the aim is to obtain an operation policy that
optimizes system operation taking into account the expected
value of thermal generation and possible load curtailment
costs over a given set of inflow scenarios to the reservoirs in
the future. However, such policy may lead to unacceptable
amounts of load curtailment in critical inflow scenarios, which
are likely to be avoided by most independent system
operators, even though such scenarios may be extremely rare.
In this sense, incorporation of risk-aversion aspects in
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•

Wroclaw, Poland – August 18-22, 2014

the risk aversion curve (CAR) calculated a priori and
provided as a constraint on minimum storage of reservoirs
in the NEWAVE model. Such curve was originally
conceived for a horizon of two years, and later extended
to five years;

the so-called “short-term operating procedures”, in order
to dispatch additional thermal generation in the next week
(but not for spot price setting), based on energy supply
studies performed externally to the optimization models.
During the year 2013, two alternative approaches to the
internalization of risk aversion in the NEWAVE model were
evaluated, with the objective of enhancing system security at
reasonable operational cost overhead and to replace the
previous mechanisms: Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) [5]
and Risk Aversion Surface (SAR) [8], [9].
In this paper we present the CVaR approach, initially
proposed by [4] with the use of artificial variables, later
improved by two independent works [5],[6] through a more
concise model that eliminates the need of artificial variables.
The CVaR term in the Benders cuts is computed in a
straightforward way, based on the optimal value and Lagrange
multipliers of the most critical scenarios at each node in the
backward pass of the stochastic dual dynamic programming
(SDDP) strategy [10],[7] applied to solve the problem. One of
the main advantages of this approach is that we obtain a more
intuitive recourse function, where future operation costs –
including the CVaR term – can be evaluated directly as a
function of the state variables of the problem. In this
methodology, two parameters must be defined and properly
calibrated: the weight to be given to the most critical scenarios

Multi-stage Hydro-Thermal Scheduling
minimize expected system operation cost (or a CVaR risk measure)
subject to
• satisfy load
• bounds on thermal generation
• bounds on hydro releases, reservoir volumes, and spills
• hydro network-flow constraints
• side constraints, e.g., decrees
with
• stochastic natural inflows of water
• nonlinear (typically piecewise linear) thermal cost function
• weekly and then monthly time periods

Multi-stage Hydro-Thermal Scheduling

Brazilian Electrobras NEWAVE model
Model size:
• 10-year horizon, 120 monthly stages
• autoregressive model governs hydro inflows
• ≈ 30 scenarios per stage
• four aggregate reservoirs
• uses nested CVaR as a risk measure
Applications:
• hydro- and thermal generation dispatch
• calculate spot prices in wholesale market
• evaluate 10-year capacity expansion plan
• calculate power-plant assured energy (for long-term contracts)

Disaggregated Variant of CEPEL’s Model
• 10-year horizon, 120 monthly stages
• autoregressive model governs hydro inflows with lag of two
• 85 reservoirs with storage; 160 reservoirs total
• ⇒ 85 + 2 · 160 = 405 state variables
• 30 scenarios per stage
• 3 load blocks
• solution time: 90 minutes using 25 servers with 16 processors each

Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming (SDDP)

…
…

…
…

…
(a) Forward Pass

…

…

…

…

(b) Backward Pass

Computational effort per iteration grows linearly in: number of stages,
number of scenarios per stage (with the other fixed)
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Analysis of Electric Grid Security
Under Terrorist Threat
Javier Salmeron, Kevin Wood, and Ross Baldick, Member, IEEE
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Abstract—We describe new analytical techniques to help
mitigate the disruptions to electric power grids caused by terrorist
attacks. New bilevel mathematical models and algorithms identify
critical system components (e.g., transmission lines, generators,
transformers) by creating maximally disruptive attack plans for
terrorists assumed to have limited offensive resources. We report
results for standard reliability test networks to show that the techniques identify critical components with modest computational
effort.
Javier Salmeron, Kevin Wood,

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON POWER SYSTEMS, VOL. 24, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2009

By considering the largest possible disruptions, our proposed
protection plans will be appropriately conservative. Actual terrorist “resources” will always be uncertain, so our techniques
must be fast enough to quickly analyze a wide range of probable scenarios. We concern ourselves only with physical attacks on the power grid and neglect the issue of “cyber-attacks”
on the controlling Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
and
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IEEE
(SCADA)
infrastructure.
implicit assumption is that the
SCADA infrastructure has been hardened. A discussion of the
issues for reliable communication in this context is presented in
[4].Our ultimate goal is to help electric utility companies idenrest of
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measures (Brown et al. [3]). Unfortunately, we
tions
forforfuture
cannot yet solve such models at the scale necessary for realworld transmission systems. Using our bilevel model, however,
II. APPROACH
will give utilities an objective means to compare how various,
proposed,
budget-feasible portfolios of defensive measures will
A.
Overview
protect against worst-case attacks.
Our approach to identifying critical system components first
Our approach contrasts with schemes that rank system comdevelops a network-interdiction model [5] to represent the
ponents using ad hoc measures of “importance” or “criticality”;
optimal-attack problem that a terrorist group might face. This
for example, see Albert et al. [4], Chassin and Posse [5], Espiritu
model is a max-min (Mm) problem
et al. [6], and Qiang and Nagurney [7]. Such measures are not

Worst-Case Interdiction Analysis
of Large-Scale Electric Power Grids

Index Terms—Homeland security, interdiction, power flow.
Abstract—This paper
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Terms—Failure
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system
must
clearly be made more resilient to terrorist attack.” To help
security.
reach this goal, this paper describes new bilevel optimization
models and solution techniques for analyzing the security and
INTRODUCTION
resilience of electrical I.power
grids against disruptions caused

Security for Adversarial and Stochastic Scenarios
1. model system operation, both under nominal conditions, and when
some components are disabled or degraded
– cannot enumerate threat scenarios; require operational model,
which we will systematically query
2. distinguish unintentional hazards (malfunctions, natural disasters,
human error) and intentional threats (criminals, saboteurs, terrorists)
– model hazards via scenarios / stochastic programming
– model threats via adversary with limited resources
3. allocate scare resources to optimally improve system performance
– we’re supposed to be good at this. . .

Concentrating Solar Power

• system design: tower, heliostats
• (single) unit commitment and dispatch with energy storage
• maintenance scheduling
• uncertainty: direct normal irradiance and energy prices
DOE: M. Wagner (NREL), S. Leyffer, J. Larson (Argonne), R. Braun, A. Newman (Colorado School of Mines)

Microgrid Design and Dispatch

image: Globalsecurity.org

• system design: diesel generators, batteries, and PV arrays
• dispatch over a year with uncertain load and solar irradiance
• nonlinear battery dynamics
ONR: Colorado School of Mines, Ga Tech, MIT, Naval Postgraduate School, NREL, DOD

Summary+
• Uncertainty pervasive in electric power systems
• Stochastic programming plays important role
– system design; system security
– long- and mid-term hydro-thermal scheduling
– day-ahead operations
– bilateral contracts for large consumers
• Further work and challenges
– competitive equilibrium models
– self-scheduling versus bidding into markets
– grid-scale energy storage
– AC versus DC optimal power flow
– complex, interconnected decisions at disparate time scales and by
different market participants

